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2011 BPMC Events Calendar
Recent updates shown bold - make sure you update your Calendar or Diary !

Month Date Day Event Venue
Apr 2nd Sat Castle Combe Track Day Castle Combe Circuit
Apr 11th Mon Club Night The Parkway, Stoke Gifford
Apr 17th Sun Trial Lower Grove Farm Dundry
May 9th Mon Club Night The Parkway, Stoke Gifford
May 16th Mon Treasure Hunt Announced in time for the event
May 30th Mon Llandow Sprint Llandow Circuit
Jun 5th Sun ACE Classic Tour BAWA Club
Jun 13th Mon Club Night The Parkway, Stoke Gifford
Jun 19th Sun Autotest / Gymkhana Tidenham, Near Chepstow
Jun 20th Mon Treasure Hunt Announced in time for the event
Jul 10th Sat Drag Racing Weekend Shakespeare County Raceway
Jul 11th Mon Club Night The Parkway, Stoke Gifford
Jul 18th Mon Treasure Hunt Announced in time for the event

Aug 6th Sat BPMC/MGCC Sprint Castle Combe
Aug 7th Sun Treasure Hunt Announced in time for the event
Aug 8th Mon Club Night The Parkway, Stoke Gifford
Aug 21st Sun Mendip PCT Chew Stoke (MGCC Invited Event)
Aug 29th Mon Late August Sprint Llandow Circuit - Cancelled

Sep 4th Sun Autotest / Autosolo Chepstow Race Course
Sep 12th Mon Club Night The Parkway, Stoke Gifford
Oct 10th Mon Club Night The Parkway, Stoke Gifford
Oct 15th Sat Pegasus Sprint Castle Combe
Oct 16th Sun Kimber Trial Chew Stoke (MGCC Invited Event)
Oct 28th Fri Navigation Scatter Announced in time for the event
Nov 14th Mon Club Night The Parkway, Stoke Gifford
Nov 17th Thu Karting Announced in time for the event
Nov 25th Fri Navigation Exercise/Scatter Announced in time for the event
Dec 12th Mon AGM & Buffet The Parkway, Stoke Gifford
Dec 28th Wed Xmas Noggin & Natter Announced in time for the event

Online Books, Videos, CDs, DVDs
Visit the bookshop www.bristolpegasus.com

The Amazon site sells books, videos, CDs, DVDs etc



Saturday April 2nd - Castle Combe Track Day
Our popular track day at Castle Combe is on the earlier date of Saturday the 2nd of April - 
this event is a sell out, but members who have not entered would be very welcome to come 
and see the action - there is no charge for admission.

Monday April 11th - Club Night - The Parkway, Stoke Gifford
Our April club night will be the first at our new venue - The Parkway in Stoke Gifford. We 
will meet in the large upstairs function room from 8.30pm and members who arrive earlier 
will be able to enjoy a drink or meal in the downstairs bar. The venue has plenty of parking 
and we hope it will be easy for most of our members to get to. This month will be an informal 
meeting, and as well as the chance for a drink and a chat we will have some motorsport video 
on the large screen.

Sunday April 17th - Trial - Lower Grove Farm Dundry
Our next competitive event is our Trial on April 17th - this is suitable for ordinary road cars 
and while your car might get a little muddy, the sections are designed to avoid any damage. 
The event is to be held at Lower Grove Farm in Dundry - the venue is superb for an event of 
this  type and should offer a  challenge for  most.  Regs are  available from the club website at 
http://bristolpegasus.com/regulations/cross-trophy-pct-regulations-2011.pdf or contact Andy 
Moss on 0117 9041841. Enter in advance and it  will  cost you just £10 -  you don't need any 
special equipment, license or experience and it is a lot of fun. More details later in Backfire.

Monday May 9th - Club Night - The Parkway, Stoke Gifford

Monday May 16th - Treasure Hunt
Our first Treasure Hunt of 2011 - More details next month.

Monday 30th May - Llandow Sprint
Entries have already started arriving for our annual trip across the Severn bridge to Llandow. 
Regs are  available  from the  website  at  http://www.llandowsprint.org.uk/regulations  or  from 
entries  secretary  Cherry  Robinson  -  e-mail  cherryzrobinson@hotmail.com  or  Tel.  01275 
833098. As always we are keen to here from any volunteer Marshals.

Sunday June 5th - ACE Classic Tour
This year the supported charity is the Air Ambulance.  The tour takes place in the  Wiltshire 
countryside.   Entry  form  and  start  details  included  later  in  Backfire.  Although  primarily  a 
Classic Tour most kit and sports cars are welcome as well as the older machines. 
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Sunday June 19th - Auto Gymkhana
Club member Steve Dummett  has very kindly leant us a  field for a 
fun /  social  event.  Most  vehicles eligible,  for  some challenging and 
not so challenging ‘tests’  on grass. We also have loan of  a  BBQ for 
lunch time so bring the family, some food, sling it on the barbi and 
enjoy a bit of socialising as well. The venue is Sheepcot Farm, Miss Graces Lane, Tidenham 
Chase, Chepstow NP16 7JR M/R 172/549997 and will be arrowed from main road. We need 
some  non-competing  volunteers  to  help  run  the  day.  For  further  details  or  any  questions 
please contact Martin Emsley 01454 250067.

Saturday July 9th - Shakespeare County Raceway
Come along to  'Run Wot Ya Brung'.  We have been invited to take part in another RWYB. 
Sadly it will only be for the one day.  We can camp on the Friday night if you don't wish to 
drive up Saturday morning. Ring Nick 07786936941 if you wish to come.

Saturday August 6th - BPMC & MGCC Sprint Castle Combe
Our new event at Castle Combe will now be co-promoted with the MG Car Club - all the 
details later in Backfire.  

Deadline for Next Backfire:  29th April
As always, we are looking for contributions for Backfire 

Editor: Cherry Robinson. By post: Rustling Elms, Half Acre Lane, Whitchurch, Bristol, 
BS14 0JJ. By email: backfire@bristolpegasus.com

The views and opinions printed in this newsletter are those of the contributors and not necessarily those of BPMC

Website WWW.BRISTOLPEGASUS.COM

Members  again  joined  the  celebrities  on 
stage  to  take  part  in  the  Quiz  at  Race 
Retro  2011.  Left  to  Right  -  Barrie 
"Whizzo"  Williams,  Martin  Emsley,  Nick 
Wood and Tony Mason 



CHAIRMAN'S CHAT
By Andy Moss

Welcome to the April Backfire - once again I am pleased to say 
it  is  packed with  reports  and  articles  and  there  is  lots  of  news 
about  forthcoming  events,  so  make  sure  you  take  the  time  to 

have a glance through and find out what is planned over the next few months.

Before looking forward, I would like to reflect on some superb events in March. First we had 
an  excellent  turn  out  for  the  visit  of  British  Hillclimb  Champion  Martin  Groves,  who  was 
accompanied by championship organiser Tony Fletcher. A full report from Dick Craddy later 
in Backfire.  Then a few days later we were off to 
Prodrive - organiser Nick Wood did an excellent 
job arranging the trip, and an impressive 35 club 
members  made  the  journey.  If  you  missed  out, 
there  are  pictures  later  in  the  magazine  which 
will give you a flavour of what we saw. We could 
not photograph some of the more sensitive areas 
including the World Rally Championship Minis 
-  we  will  be  following  these  with  extra  interest 
having seen them being built. 

I hope you have not been able to miss the flyer telling you that we are moving to a new club 
night  venue  -  The  Parkway  in  Stoke  Gifford.  We  have  been  made  very  welcome  at  North 
Bristol RFC for the past two years, but we think we have found a venue that will work even 
better for us moving forward. As well as the large upstairs function room which will host our 
meetings, members who arrive earlier will be able to enjoy a drink or meal in the downstairs 
bar.  The  function room has  its  own bar  which can  be  opened for  us  when we  have  a  busy 
evening such as a speaker or at the AGM, or we can use the downstairs bar to get our drinks 
on quieter evenings. The venue also has plenty of parking and we hope it will be easy for most 
of our members to get to.

We also have news regarding our August sprints. After we found out we would no longer be 
able  to  use  Colerne  the  club  approached  Castle  Combe  Circuit  to  see  if  there  was  the 
possibility of an additional date at the circuit. It was at this point we discovered Castle Combe 
Racing  Club  (CCRC)  were  planning  to  run  a  sprint,  and  this  would  use  the  last  available 
planning permission. This event was due to be a week after the Great Western Sprint, which 
was not ideal. At this point we suggested that if we co-promoted an event it would allow the 
sprint  to  use  our  August  Test  Day  date.  Although  moving  the  test  day  to  an  earlier  date 
involved some risk for us, we felt this was worthwhile to avoid two sprints at the same venue 



within a week of each other. Over the last few months we have been working very successfully 
with  Castle  Combe  Racing  Club  Competition  Secretary,  Hadyn  Earl,  to  make  the  event 
happen, however with all  the  other activities that  the Racing Club are  busy with,  they have 
decided not continue their involvement in a Sprint. 

Despite  having  lost  Castle  Combe  Racing  Club  as  a  partner,  we  are  keen  for  the  event  to 
continue, and we have been fortunate that our long time partners from the MG Car Club are 
joining with us to allow this to happen. 

Prior to this, we had been looking to organise a replacement for the Wessex Sprint and were 
planning to  run this  with  MG at  Llandow on the  August  bank holiday Monday.  Following 
careful consideration we have decided that, without CCRC involvement at Castle Combe, two 
events in August may be spreading our resources too thin, especially given that many people 
will also be taking holidays during this month. For this reason we have reluctantly decided to 
cancel the August Llandow event and concentrate our efforts on Castle Combe. If you want to 
visit Llandow we will still be running the Bristol Landow Sprint with BMC at the end of May - 
get your entry in soon, as with no May Colerne this event is sure to be popular !

We are therefore pleased to confirm that Bristol Pegasus MC and the MGCC will run a Sprint 
at  Castle  Combe  on  Saturday  the  6th  of  August  -  we  hope  you  will  join  us  -  either  as  a 
competitor  or  a  marshal.  The  event  will  continue  to  be  a  round  of  the  ASWMC  sprint 
championship. We have made several visits to the circuit to start planning the event and we 
are hopeful we can make a  few changes to create something a  little different to the existing 
events at the circuit - watch this space ! 

As  if  all  of  this  was  not  enough,  we  have  more  changes  on  the  Autotest  front  including 
another new venue. We have been fortunate enough to be offered the use of an excellent field 
owned by  club member Steve Dummett  and we are  going to  take the  opportunity to  run a 
mid-summer Gymkhana style event - again a slight change to the date as this will take place 
on Sunday the 19th of June - a day later than listed on the calendar. The venue is just north of 
Chepstow,  and  as  well  as  some  fun  in  the  cars  we  will  have  a  lunchtime  BBQ.  Most  cars 
should be suitable - but even if you don't plan to enter please  put the date in your diary and 
come and join us for lunch.  

Later  in  the  year  we  will  again  be  running  our  popular  tarmac  event  around the  stables  at 
Chepstow Racecourse, but with a gap in the calendar with no August Bank Holiday sprint, we 
are moving the date back into September - Sunday the 4th is the new date - make sure you 
update your calendars. 

The last update for this month relates to the Drag Racing. Shakespeare County Raceway have 



designated the Sunday of the weekend we are visiting as a Mini only day, which means we will 
only be able to run our cars on the strip on Saturday -  this  will  therefore be our main day. 
Although members buying a weekend ticket for £25 will be able to camp and watch the action 
on the Sunday if they wish, it may make more sense to stay overnight on Friday for an early 
start on Saturday. Costs are £12 per Adult admission for the Saturday and £20 per car to run 
on the drag strip - excellent value. More information nearer the date.  

In the short term, we have an exciting April. The Castle Combe test day on April the 2nd, is 
now sold out, but even if you have not entered why not come upto Combe and see the action, 
it won't cost you a penny to get in. Then on Sunday the 17th our Production Car Trial will be 
held at Dundry - thanks once again to Duncan Pittaway for use of the venue. For just £10 you 
can  have  a  great  afternoons  motorsport,  and  any  road  car  is  suitable.  Everyone  who  has 
entered in the past couple of years has come back for more - why not join them this year ?    

Bristol Pegasus Motor Club
MG Car Club

We are pleased to announce 
a new Sprint at Castle 

Combe Circuit

Saturday 6th 
August 2011

A Round of the 2011 ASWMC 
Sprint Championship

More details coming soon ....
                



Club Night Directions: The Parkway

Address: The Parkway, 43 North Road, Stoke Gifford, Bristol BS34 8PB

Directions from the M5:
Leave M5 at junction 16 (signposted Filton, Thornbury).
At Almondsbury roundabout, take the 1st exit onto the A38 (signposted Bristol.
At Aztec West roundabout, take the 2nd exit onto the A38 (signposted Bristol).
Branch left, then at traffic signals turn left onto Gipsy Patch Lane - B4057 (signposted Yate).
At roundabout take the 3rd exit onto Hatchet Road. 
At roundabout take the 2nd exit onto Hatchet Road.
At mini-roundabout turn left onto North Road go past the estate agent and Beaufort Pub 
before turning left into Hatchet Lane, take next next left into The Parkway car park.

Directions from the M4:
Leave M4 at junction 19 (signposted M32).
Follow M32 for one junction, and come off at junction 1.
Follow signs to A4174 ring road towards Filton and Bristol Parkway.
Follow A4174 to large roundabout, turn right (signposted Bristol Parkway) onto Great Stoke 
Way.
At next roundabout, turn left (Den Road), then right at next roundabout (Brierly Furlong).
Go straight ahead under railway bridge, then second right into North Road (first right goes 
into Bristol Parkway train station).
Go past the estate agent and Beaufort Pub before turning left into Hatchet Lane, take next 
next left into The Parkway car park.



March Navigation Exercise 
Friday 4th March - By Andy Moss
The  March  Navigation  Exercise  started  from  Keynsham,  where  five  crews  gathered  for  an 
evening of following the maps around the lanes of Bath and North East Somerset.

Already waiting for us when we arrived were Chris Hartnell and Claire Meaddows who were 
out  on their  first  event.  Claire had been reading up on what  was  involved and was  keen to 
have a  go at  her first  event.  To help them along Alan Spencer had offered to provide some 
assistance from the back seat of  the Renault. Next to arrive were Alan Dillamore and Chris 
Thompson –  Alan was  another  who had been practising during the  day  and had spent  the 
afternoon plotting an old event to get himself ready for the evenings entertainment. Whilst 
both Nick Wood and Cherry Robinson had driven for other people in past events, this was 
the  first  time  Cherry  was  going  to  be  reading  the  map.  Adding  a  bit  of  experience  to 
proceedings were Martin Baker and Chris  Goodchild, and everyone thought they would be 
the team to beat. Just as we were handing out the route instructions I got a phone call from 
Tom  and  Merrill  who  had  got  off  to  a  bad  start  by  being  lost  on  the  way  to  the  start, 
fortunately they were not too far away and they soon found their way to signing on.

Two route cards were available – one was a simple list of map references for the beginners. 
The  standard  route  card  was  itself  quite  straight  forward,  comprising  a  herringbone,  some 
tulip diagrams, map square tracings, a  section based on grid square lines crossed and some 
map references to finish off. The more experienced crews were just given the standard route 
card while the beginners got a list of map references as well. 

Walking  round  to  look  how  people  were  getting  on  it  was  clear  that  although  the  map 
references were simple, it was actually quicker to plot the route by following the normal route 
card,  as  long  as  you  understood  the  basics  of  how  these  things  worked.  With  a  bit  of 
assistance  most  people  found  they  could  follow  the  standard  card  and  used  the  map 
references to help out when things were not making sense. By 8.30pm everyone had enough 
of  the  route  plotted to  have  left  the  car  park  and we  could retire  to  the  finish venue at  the 
Globe at Newton St Loe, which was pretty busy when we arrived.

Myself, Tim Murray, Liz and Laura, were joined at the pub by Mal and Donny Allen who had 
made the short journey to join us for a drink, while we waited for the competitors to return. 
We  did  not  have  to  wait  long,  as  our  food  had  not  even  been  served  when  the  first  crew 
arrived back. 

As we started marking the answers it was obvious things were going to be tight at the top, and 
a  single point separated the top three crews. Martin and Chris took top spot,  but  it  is  clear 
that a few of the newer crews are beginning to catch them up – we had a tie for 2nd, and this 
meant I could use my tie break ! 



When planning the route, I found if I saved the location of each clue on my sat-nav I could 
connect  it  to  the  PC  and  extract  the  position  as  longitude  and  latitude.  Thanks  to  a 
spreadsheet  with  some  clever  calculations  in  it  (  that  I  found  on  the  web  )  these  positions 
could be converted back to an OS map reference – this allowed me to check the positions of 
the clues. One side effect of this was that I found the sat-nav recorded the height of each clue, 
so I decided to use this as part of the tie break. The crews were asked to tell me the difference 
in height between the lowest and highest route checks on the route - the correct answer being 
406 feet. Tom and Merril were nearest with a guess of 250 feet, while Chris and Alan went for 
800 feet – at one point they were going to say 400 feet, but changed their mind !     

Chris  and  Claire  did  well  on  their  first  event  and  with  help  from  Spence  scored  a  very 
creditable 28. Although Nick and Cherry finished in last spot they could also be pleased with 
their efforts – they had most of the route plotted and did well following the route. Hopefully 
both new crews will be back for another go in the Autumn.  

Perhaps  I  had  made  things  too  easy,  but  most  importantly  everyone  seemed  to  enjoy 
themselves. By now the pub was emptying a little and we managed to grab a couple of large 
tables for a  good social  -  eventually we took the hint to leave -  many of the staff  had gone 
before us – and we eventually left the finish, with everyone having had a good time. Thanks to 
everyone who came along and had a go, and a special thanks to Tim Murray for checking the 
route for me and helping on the night.

March Navigation Exercise Results
Position Driver Navigator Score Tie Break
1st Martin Baker Chris Goodchild 37
2nd Merril Spooner Tom Hartshorn 36 156 feet
3rd Chris Thompson Alan Dillamore 36 394 feet
4th Chris Hartnell Alan Spencer & Clare Meaddows 28
5th Nick Wood Cherry Robinson 15



The Chipping Sodbury 
Classic Run - Sunday 26th June 2010

Open to all pre 1985 cars, motorbikes and light 
commercial vehicles.

Organised by the Rotary Club of Chipping Sodbury.

·       Starts in Broad Street, Chipping Sodbury at 8.30am.
·       Breakfasts available at The Squire from 7.30am. (All proceeds to the R.N.L.I.)
·       Total distance approx. 85 miles.
·       Mid morning coffee stop at Churchdown.
·       Lunch time finish at Castle Combe Circuit.
·       Entry fee £27.
 

For an entry form, please contact Mark Benstock 01454 311712
e-mail rotary.classic.run@hotmail.co.uk 

Downton Engineering Works Social Club

Classic Car Gathering and Cuckoo Fair Saturday 30th April 11am - 4pm at the Brian 
Whitehead Sports Club Downton SP5 3NS.  BBQ and refreshments. Annual Car Run Sunday 
1st May.  Further info will be posted on website www.dewsc.org.uk If you wish to take part 
please contact Brenda Harris downton@live.co.uk

BPMC polo or sweatshirts
Fancy a shirt with the club logo on?  Pick your colour and size, state whether polo or 
sweatshirt and how many, then ring/email Alan Spencer with your order.
alanspencer@orange.net  01179 712587  Poloshirts £6.50 each and sweatshirts £10 - a bargain!

            

 

Sweatshirts & polo shirts are available in the following colours and sizes:
White, grey, light blue, royal blue and black - S, M, L and XL.



A Talk by Martin Groves – Monday 14th March 2011
by Dick Craddy

It  was  a  delight  to  welcome  Martin 
Groves to speak to a full audience at our 
March  Club  Night.   Having  won  the 
‘Nicholson McLaren MSA British Speed 
Hill  Climb  Championship’  for  the 
fourth  time  in  2010,  the  previous  years 
being  2005,  2006,  and  2007,  Martin 
proved that he is also a very able speaker 
given  that,  with  the  aid  of  videos,  he 
entertained us for 90 minutes. 

It was also good to welcome Tony Fletcher who has run the British Hill Climb Championship 
and Midland Hill  Climb Championship for  many  years  and  who has  been involved,  in  the 
background given his connection to the Midland Hill Climb Rescue and MMTS Timing, with 
our  Sprint  events  especially  at  Colerne.   Also  in  the  audience  were  Dave  Franklin,  1978 
British Hill  Climb champion (Dave  also  won the  British Sprint  Championship in  the  same 
year), Julian Bronson, having been known to hill climb an ERA and Lister Chevrolet (Julian’s 
current  project  is  the  renovation  of  a  1960  Scarab  F1  car  complete  with  a  4  cylinder 
Offenhauser engine for historic racing!) and our own John Page who hill climbs extensively in 
France  each  year.   John  Chatham  brought  along  a  small  group  of  Healey  enthusiasts 
including one visitor from New Zealand. It was also pleasing to welcome Terry Osborne who 
was a longstanding member of the BACMC and Paul Hemmings from the BMC.

It  was  now  Martin’s  turn  and  he  began  by  briefly  outlining  his  ‘day  job’  as  a  haberdasher 
before moving onto his youthful involvement in motor sport as a marshal and his early forays 
into competition with a much modified Ford Anglia, with which he had some early success. 
Initial single seater experiences with an ex formula Lola proved difficult albeit at first he was 
unaware how inappropriate the chassis was for Hill  Climbing. It  was only when he had his 
first opportunity to drive a Gould chassis did Martin realise what a ‘dog’ the Lola was. 

Only when having purchased a Gould GR55 chassis with Cosworth power did Martin’s well 
deserved run of success begin.  By way of illustrating his talk Martin talked us through a video 
of  each  championship  Hill  Climb  in  the  UK  and  Channel  Islands  and  in  doing  so 
demonstrated his  remarkable  knowledge of  each  hill  via  his  undoubtedly  accurate  recall  of 
terrain, gearing and speeds at each hills. The talk was interlaced with humour and cameos of 
incidents  and  people  enhanced,  on  occasion,  by  Tony  Fletcher's  timely  and  appropriate 
interjections. 



Martin’s hill  climbing achievements are notable but  none more than his  100 championship 
wins,  this  being a  record that  exceeds the  achievement of  Roy Lane,  in  second place,  by  10 
wins.  Will  it  ever  be  beaten?  Who  knows.  While  Martin  has  temporarily  retired  from 
competition, the Gould is  for sale.   There can be no doubt that all  those who had the good 
fortune to be present will follow his next step with  close interest.  After an enthusiastic ‘show 
of hands’ in appreciation Martin joined us at the bar for a beer and a chat.  An evening that 
will not be forgotten.

ESCURSIONI
By Martin Emsley

Plans are beginning to come together for BPMC events, some are late in the day but that is 
down to circumstances. It appears we will have a wonderfully varied calendar of events that I 
hope will be well supported. We are delighted that the test day, in an earlier slot, has been sold 
out,  never  quite  sure  about  changes  working,  now  we  just  want 
some  nice  weather  on  the  day.  I  have  started  planning  our  June 
grass ‘Autotest’, making it a varied and fun event and social too. In 
fact it will be more of an auto gymkhana though I do not plan on 
having  fences  for  vehicles  to  clear!  Most  vehicles  will  be  eligible 
and  I  am  looking  for  some  non-competing  people  /  partners  to 
help me out  on the day.  Look out  for  more details  soon.  We are 
also trying to sort ‘The Chepstow Challenge’, looking to run a similar event to the positively 
acclaimed all forward Autotest of 2010 around the Chepstow racecourse stables again. Would 
be  great  to  have  a  few more  BPMC competitors this  year,  again  I  need some volunteers to 
help in the organising and running. Of  course the big news this  month is  the move to The 
Parkway as our new meeting venue, really hopes this works out and we can become as happy 
and settled as were previously at The Wheatsheaf, would be great to see you at club meetings.
 

Congratulations to Nick Wood who has put in much 
effort  to  complete  the  modular  training  and  is  now 
almost in a position to apply for his full Clerks licence 
(Speed). I  wish him every success in  running events, 
one  thing  he  does  not  lack  is  enthusiasm  though  I 
suspect his new toy may take up a fair bit of his time, 
would be a shame not to use it.
 
Race  Retro  was  everything  we  expected  and  more! 

Fun  journey  up,  rendezvous  with  Richard  Ibraham  and  his  group  at  the  services  then 
collecting  Mike  Kason  on  the  way  in.  The  show  was  simply  outstanding  and  just  a 
comfortable size to get around in a day. Of course there are the pleasant interludes chatting 



with acquaintances and a beer or two at the ‘fire engine’. All my good intentions were blown 
away when Woody decided we were going to do the quiz,  again!  I  fear it  was charm of  the 
lovely  young  lady  who  had  ousted  Steve  Parish;  he  was  probably  still  recovering  from  his 
breakdown  after  our  antics  of  last  year!  Woody  chose  to  partner  Tony  Mason,  who  I  had 
earlier mistaken for Russell Brooks Dooooh! So that left me with the unstoppable Whizzo. 

We could have won if only he had listened and not hogged 
the mic, well that is my excuse, and whilst Tony appeared to 
have  not  much  of  a  sense  of  humour,  Whizzo  ensured 
chaos  and  dis-information  ensued.  My  prize  of  a  year's 
subscription to Motor Sport magazine was most timely and 
welcome,  though  time  will  tell  if  Woody’s  insurance 
‘voucher’ is worth the paper it was printed on. I did attempt 

to obtain a bonus prize but the less said about that the better! Again Dave Garnett took some 
wonderful  photos  some  of  which  are  in  this  issue  and  hopefully  all  will  be  on  the  website 
soon, I  must apologise to Dave for falling asleep whilst  he was showing them to me on the 
return journey, nothing to do with the photos mate, just exhaustion. 
 
Such wonderful machinery to savour, though the halls were 
once again freezing, especially the ‘autojumble’. Found a pair 
of DFV blocks for £1,500 each and an Elva Porsche of which 
there was a body, chassis and very little else. Also the Super 
Two Ford based special which I think has been on sale at the 
show  for  the  last  couple  of  years.  It  is  amazing  how  much 
junk some folk drag out, and then stand in a freezing hall for 
3  days  hoping  to  sell.  I  suppose  it  might  be  of  use  to 
someone, though I was concerned about the effect the cold and damp might have upon the 
books  and  paper  items.  For  some  reason  I  was  not  particularly  impressed  with  the  Jaguar 

central  display,  sorry,  I  rated  the  Alfa  one  of  last  year  as  far 
better,  though  the  two  racing  E-types  in  the  foyer  were 
gorgeous.  My  personal  favourite  was,  of  course,  the  massive 
Lola T310, this ex David Hobbs car now run by Peter Schleifer. 
I spent some time there, as you may recall the 2 litre sports cars 
are  pushing  with  a  new  series,  previously  they  had  run 
alongside  the  big  bangers  and  Peter  is  attempting  to  get  a 

European classic Can-Am series up and running. Of course I hope it takes off, that a lot more 
of  these  wonderful  cars  make  an  appearance  and  it  would  be  great  to  have  them  at  the 
Silverstone Classic in 2012. 



On that subject I stopped by at the Silverstone stand 
and  we  have  now made  our  plans  for  the  weekend, 
all the family going, and hope you will join us. If you 
use  the  offer  code  later  in  Backfire  the  two  for  one 
gives  you  a  weekend  ticket  for  just  £43,  which  is 
pretty  reasonable 
for  three  days 
entertainment.  Pip 
is  a  little  miffed  as 

she  was  campaigning for  Rick Parfitt  jr  to  appear  on  stage 
again; 

This  year  the  Friday  eve  is  tribute  bands  Saturday  features  Wishbone  Ash,  10cc  and  Suzi 
Quatro so the entertainment off track looks as good as that on track with 20 races scheduled. 
A wander through the auction hall revealed from the grotty to the great. There were plenty of 

Healey 3000s this year, one which was a real ‘barn find’, it will 
take a fortune to rebuild, I did not think there was much to go 
on,  except  two  new  headlamps?  there  was  virtually  nothing 
underneath. At the other end of the scale was a simply sublime 
Lola T70 spyder looking better than new. Also spotted was the 
road going Porsche 917 replica, there is something very wrong 
with  the  body  lines  and  it  looks  most  awkward,  I  have 

observed that it has appeared for quite a while in various magazine adverts. Could not believe 
that  the  only  thing  I  purchased  was  a  pack  of  greeting  cards  from  Stuart  Turner.  He  was 
saying that when the painting was done of the World 
Cup  winning  Mk1  Ford  Escort  he  got  a  call  from 
Scandinavia; Gunner Palm, to point out, quite rightly 
that  the  steering  wheel  was  on  the  wrong  side. 
Ooops. And my thanks goes to Alan Dillamore who 
very  kindly  put  them  in  his  bag,  and  yes  again  I 
completely forgot about them until he e-mailed me.
On the way home we stopped at the same wonderful 
hostelry  as  last  year,  the  food,  drink  and  company 
were wonderful, thanks for all your efforts Martin.
 
Hope you enjoyed the MX5 ‘bit’ last month, as usual just after going to print a couple more 
derivatives came to light, maybe I  will  share them with you another time. Also found some 
‘conversions’ to other vehicles that just defy belief.  
 
Having  caught  my  eye  and  interest  I  spent  some  of  Race  Retro  trying  to  persuade  Chris 



Hartnell, ‘Curly’ Allen and generally anyone who crossed my bows that a trip to Brooklands 
for the ‘Captain America’ vehicle sale on 3rd March made sense and was a really good plan. 
Strange everyone had something else on that day. Come the day I had forgotten about it until 
I  got  a  text  from Chris H,  thank you, so my interest then returned to wondering about the 
results.This is what I found; 

Britain  may  be  tightening  its  belt.  But  there's  still  plenty  of  money  about,  even  for 
comparatively  low-grade  but  unusual  classics.  The  54  1930s  and  1940s  American  cars  and 
trucks, stars of the forthcoming movie 'Captain America the First Avenger' almost all hugely 
exceeded  their  estimates  in  the  Historics  auction  at  Brooklands.  The  movie  was  shot  in 
Shepperton Studios  and  on  locations  in  Manchester  and  Liverpool  doubling  as  1940s  New 
York. It  premiers on 22nd July 2011. Many of the cars had been modified for filming, with 
V8s  under  the  bonnets  and  competition automatic  transmissions. The  stunt  double  pair  of 
1937  Chevrolet  'Yellow'  cabs  also  had  special  hydraulic  brakes  to  throw  them  into  drifts, 
while, though four 1939 Buick 8 Model 40s looked outwardly identical, one had a V8 under 
the  bonnet  instead  of  the  original  straight  eight.  But,  most  intriguingly,  some  of  the  cars 
revealed 1960s 'hot rod' modifications. A 1946 Ford had what looked like a Mercury flathead 
V8 under the hood with twin downdraft Holley carbs. An outwardly innocent looking Chevy 
had twin carbs and an electric cooling fan. While quite a nice 1939 Oldsmobile Coupe ran a 
small block Chevy V8.

The most exciting bidding of the day was 
for  a  1933  Dodge  Wrecker,  seemingly 
hauled out of the desert near Paton, New 
Mexico, and not having run for 50 years. 
Completely  covered  in  surface  rust,  but 
with  no  holes  visible,  it  was  the  most 
atmospheric  vehicle  on  sale  and,  though 
estimated  at  a  low  £1,000  to  £3,000, 
romped away to sell for £10,200 (£11,424 
with 10% commission + VAT).

Reeking nostalgia, a  1931 Chevrolet  pick-up truck (with Chevy's  straight six overhead valve 
engine), sold for £5,800 plus commission. A beautifully restored 1938 International Harvester 
D-Range panel van made £9,600. One of the 1937 Chevrolet stunt taxis sold for £6,000. The 
1946  Ford  Sedan  with  the  twin  carb  Mercury  flathead  made  £5,900.  While  the  1939 
Oldsmobile Coupe with a V8 under its hood sold for £6,000. Dearest vehicle sold was a very 
appealing  1941  GMC  Series  100  pick-up,  sold  for  £12,250,  and.  like  some  of  the  others, 
possibly now back on its way to the States where it's worth a lot more than it is here.
Almost everything sold way over its estimate. Though in fairness to the auctioneers, how do 
you estimate for stock like this, most of it never normally seen in the UK? Virtually the only 
exception was a very rare 1942 Chevrolet Gilling Brothers School Bus painted in the livery of 

http://www.honestjohn.co.uk/news/auctions/2011-03/captain-america/
http://www.honestjohn.co.uk/news/auctions/2011-03/captain-america/


a New York tour bus. That was estimated highest of all the lots at £18,000 to £22,000, yet only 
bid  to  a  provisional   £8,500.  And  what  about  lot  228,  the  1939  Dodge  Sedan  that  took  my 
fancy? It sold for £4,600!

Finally if you want a good read try Speed Duel by Samuel 
Hawley; The inside story of the Land Speed Record in the 
sixties.  The  quest  for  the  land  speed  record  in  the  1960s 
and  the  epic  rivalry  between  two  dynamic  American 
drivers, Art Arfons and Craig Breedlove.

"Interesting and complex. .  .  .The best job I've seen done 
on the subject so far." -- Craig Breedlove

Until the 1950s, the land speed record (LSR) was held by a 
series of European gentlemen racers such as British driver 
John  Cobb,  who  hit  394  miles  per  hour  in  1947.  That 
record held for more than a  decade, until  the car culture 
swept  the  U.S.  Hot-rodders  and  drag  racers  built  and 
souped up racers using car engines, piston aircraft engines 
and,  eventually,  jet  engines.  For  this  determined  and 
dedicated  group,  the  LSR  was  no  longer  an  honor  to  be 

held by rich aristocrats with industrial backing -- it was brought stateside.

In the summer of 1960, the contest moved into overdrive, with eight men contending for the 
record on Utah's  Bonneville Salt  Flats.  Some men died in horrific crashes, others prudently 
retired, and by mid-decade only two men were left driving: Art Arfons and Craig Breedlove. 
By 1965, Arfons and Breedlove had walked away from some of the most spectacular wipeouts 
in motor sport history and pushed the record up to 400, then 500, then 600 miles per hour. 
Speed Duel is the fast-paced history of their rivalry.

Despite  the  abundant 
heart-stopping  action,  Speed  Duel 
is  foremost  a  human  drama.  Says 
author  Samuel  Hawley,  "It  is  a 
quintessential American tale in the 
tradition of The Right Stuff, except 
that  it  is  not  about  extraordinary 
men  doing  great  things  in  a  huge 
government  program.  It's  about 
ordinary  men  doing  extraordinary 
things in their back yards." Very well written and one of those books you don’t want to put 
down.
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